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SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Barrel
(cm)

Twist Colors Weapon Type MSRP

AEC1510
Aero Precision AC15

SBR semi-automatic rifle
caliber 5.56 black 10.5" 

CC311 B 5.56x45 (223) 11  25.4  1:7  Black  Semi auto rifle
1595.00 € incl.

tax

AR15/M4 semi-automatic rifle with short barrel.

Aero precision semi-automatic rifle
Caliber 5.56 x 45 mm (.223 Remington)
lower and upper Stripped (classic)
Magpul MOE drop in handguard with M-Lok mounting rails
10.5" (26cm) barrel
A2 handlebar and mbus flip up
CTR stock on standard 6 position receiver extension
Magpul SL pistol grip
Delivered in cardboard with a 10-round magazine
Made in the USA

Handguard drop in Magpul MOE:
Designed with versatility in mind, M-LOK slots at the two, six and ten o'clock positions allow attachment of
optional Picatinny rail sections and other direct-attach M-LOK accessories for mounting tactical lights, slings
, handles, etc. Reinforced, heat-resistant polymer construction provides operational durability without the
weight and cost of an aluminum rail handguard.

CTR Magpul stock:
The Magpul CTR (Compact/Type Restricted) Mil-Spec Stock is a replacement stock for AR15/M16 rifles
using mil-spec sized receiver extension tubes. Designed for light, fast action, its A-shaped profile prevents
snagging and protects the release latch to prevent accidental activation.

The CTR also features an additional friction lock system that minimizes excessive stock movement for
improved weapon stability* and an ambidextrous QD sling mount that accepts any sling swivel to
pushbutton. The Mil-Spec model is equipped with a 0.30" rubber butt plate that provides positive shoulder
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support and prevents gun slippage, even with the body.

Magpul SL pistol grip:
The MOE SL Grip (MOE Slim Line) is an improvement on AR15/M4 pistol grips with a more vertical grip
angle optimized for low-aperture weapons that brings the lead hand closer to the shooter's body. With an
aggressive TSP texture for positive weapon control and excellent ergonomics, the SL grip offers a slightly
smaller size and slimmer feel. All mounting accessories are included.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


